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TO THE MAYOR AND MEMBERS OF COUNCIL:
A special meeting of Council will be held on Monday,

January 23,2017, at 1:00 o'clock p.m., in the Town of
Walkerville Room, City Hall. Council will at the special meeting
adopt a resolution to authorize Council to meet in closed session, and the
resolution shall contain the general nature of the matters to be considered
in the closed session. The resolution must be adopted by a majority of
Council present during the open special meeting before the meeting may
be closed. The purpose of the meeting is to consider in-camera budget
related issues.

The regular meeting of Council will be held on Monday,
January 23, 2016 at 3:00 o'clock p.m., in the Council
Chambers, City Hall to consider the 2017 Budget. An agenda and
supporting budget documentation was previously distributed.
Dinner will be available from 6:00 to 6:30 p.m.

BY ORDER OF THE MAYOR.
Yours very truly,

Valerie Critchley

City Clerk
/bm
c.c. Chief Administrative Officer
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Mr. Mike Clement, Manager Parks Development

Parks and Forestry
2450 McDougall St,
Windsor, ON

N8X 3N6
Dear Mike:
The Friends forAtkinson Park and Pool Committee (FFAPPC) are seeking the approval and
support of the City of Windsor in the building of an expansion to the skatepark located at Atkinson
Park. The FFAPPC would like to build an inground, concrete skateboarding bowl adjacent to the
existing skatepark.

It is the intent of the FFAPPC to dedicate the bowl in the name and memory of Ryan Barren, a
Windsor native who was killed in a hit and run accident in British Columbia this past summer.
The proposed location of the bowl would be on the West end ofAtkinson skatepark, located
between the existing facility and Ryan memorial.
With the ongoing growth and popularity of skateboarding in our culture, we have, over the past
number of years seen more and more communities building skateparks to provide
skateboarders, roller bladers , BMX bikers and scooter riders of all ages a safe place to enjoy
these activities. The building of the Barren Bowl, which would be the first full bowl in Essex
County would further develop not only the Atkins on facility, but the s ports corn m unities that it
supports.

Being the first of its kind in the region, the Barron Bowl would be a significant attraction to the
skaters and riders of the Windsor, Essex County and beyond. Aswel!, transition based

skateboarding such as bowls are important features to ensure that parks like Atkinson are
equipped to serve riders of all ages. We see this within skateboarding in particular, where the
skaters who are able to maintain the activity into their 40's, 50's and 60)s regularly turn to
transition skating.

Initial research suggests that the approximate cost of the project would be between $100,00 and
$120,00. Fundrais ing towards the venture was begun by members offheskateboarding
community and the Barren family (at the mere mention of the project), however, the FFAPPC
would like to apply for funds from the city to make this vision a reality.
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Our initial investigation into the cost of the nature of the project and its cost has left us inclined to
hire Spectrum Skateparks to build the bowl. Spectrum have an extensive track record building
quality concrete skateparks across Canada, and specifically in building bowls. Spectrum also
offered the best initial estimate for the cost of this project (by far).
It is our hope that council will approve and financially support this project. Members of the
FFAPPC are available at your request to provide any further information you might require. We
look forward to presenting our plan Council and the Parks Department to further develop this
project.
Sincerely,

Rob Bondy
Skatepark Subcommittee
Friends ForAtkinson Park and Pool Committee

Ps. If you need further information you can contact.

Linda J. Sparrow
Board Member
Friends ForAtkinson Park and Pool Committee
lindajsparrow@hotmail.com
Or
Rob Bondv
Skatepark Subcommittee
Friends ForAtkinson Park and Pool Committee
robbondy2@gmail.com

BY-LAW NUMBER 17-2017
A BY-LAW TO CONFIRM PROCEEDINGS OF THE SPECIAL MEETING OF
COUNCIL OF THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF WINDSOR AT ITS
MEETING HELD ON THE TWENTY-THIRD DAY OF JANUARY, 2017
Passed the 23rd day of JANUARY, 2017.
WHEREAS it is deemed expedient that the proceedings of the Council of
The Corporation of the City of Windsor at this meeting be confirmed and adopted
by by-law;
THEREFORE the Council of the Corporation of the City of Windsor enacts as
follows:
1.
The action of the Council of The Corporation of the City of Windsor in
respect to each recommendation contained in the Report/Reports of the
Committees and the local Boards and Commissions and each motion and
resolution passed and other action taken by the Council of The Corporation of
The City of Windsor at this meeting is hereby adopted and confirmed as if all
such proceedings were expressly in this by-law.
2.
The Mayor and the proper officials of The Corporation of the City of
Windsor are hereby authorized and directed to do all things necessary to give
effect to the action of the Council of The Corporation of the City of Windsor
referred to in the preceding section hereof.
3.
The Mayor and the City Clerk are authorized and directed to execute all
documents necessary in that behalf and to affix the seal thereto the seal of The
Corporation of the City of Windsor.
This by-law shall come into force and take effect on the day of the final passing
thereof.

DREW DILKENS, MAYOR

CITY CLERK
First Reading
- January 23, 2017
Second Reading - January 23, 2017
Third Reading - January 23, 2017
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As you discuss next years budget I ask you to always consider that no level of government can
do as good a Job and as efficiently as the private sector. Previous mistakes made from this and
earlier councils are the Cleary, Norwich Block/ Grand Theatre, Airport Hanger, and when a
private group offered to build a arena dov/raown thay were turned down and the WFCU was
built In a field in the east end. Now every sporting event we discover the problem with lack of
motels and other facilities near the arena. When a private Individual offered to buNt a hotel and
waterpark by the art gallery he was turned down and we built Adventure Bay and tose 3.5
million per year. My personal opinion is that only one thing done over the last 15 years by thi5
city that gave taKpayers better service at decreased costs was the prlvatialng of garbaga

collection. This is why this council should proceed with privatizing Janitarial, and look Into doing
the same with Windsor Transit. I notice that Amherstburg Is experimenting with dty clearing
snow from city sidewalks, Having lived in London Ontario for several years they have been
doing this forever. Something else London does which we should do as well is to have leaves
raked to the curbs and then vacuumed up with lar&6 vacuum trucks savln& labour costs of hand
pick up, A example of private companies doing a better job offering facilities to city residents is
the old Ice Park now run by the King family which Is under constant expansion and offering
excellent facilities at competitive rates to city residents while paying taxes to the city as city run
facilities lose tenants and money. This council must also concentrate on the revitallzation of the
downtown. I persanalty drove downtown last sLimmer ^rom Wvandotte north to the river and

then back south on the other side of Ouellette to Wyandotte. I counted 41 empty store fronts
or offices on the ground floor alone with many for rent signs also on upper levels, There Is also
no reason to raise taxes. For decades as housing values plummeted in Windsor our taxes stayed
the same therefore a increase based on home values. Now as our home appraisals start to go
up there should be no tay. Increases. I therefore urge you to at all times keep taxpayers In mind

re services and costs. Also every new project must be closely watched for value for money
spent as for decades most big projects have gone over cost estimates and are discovered later
to be money pits.
Robert Harper
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Family Respite Services Windsor/ Essex
Service de Repit Familial Windsor/ Essex

3295 Quality Way/ Unit 101A
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Mr. Greg Rusk,

Coordinator of Community Development
Senior and Special Populations,
Dept. of Recreation and Culture,
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City of Windsor,
2450 McDougall St.
Windsor, ON N8X 3N6
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Dear Mr. Rusk,

I am writing in support of the proposal from the Department of Recreation and Culture

for the request being submitted to City Council as a part of the 2017 budget process for
funding for specialized staff with training to support children with behavioural, emotional
and social needs who are participating in the summer day camp programs.
Family Respite Services Windsor-Essex is a program that provides support: to families
who have children up to the age of 18 who have intellectual, physical or mental health
disabilities. We support over 900 children and their families in Windsor-Essex. We
have worked in partnership with the Department of Recreation and Culture in Windsor
for the last eleven years to encourage and support children with disabilities to

participate fully in the summer day camp programs. In 2016, working in partnership with
the City, we provided trained staff to provide direct support for children at Forest Glade,
Gino Marcus, Oakwood and Adie Knox community centres. 78 children were able to
attend camp for a period of two weeks through this partnership, including some teens.
Many of these children require a significant amount of support to be able to attend. It is

a program that is highly valued by the families and greatly appreciated by the children
who come to have fun, build on their skills and build friendships along with their peers.
Through this direct work together, we are aware that there are an equal number of
children who have social and mental health needs who also require support to enable
them to be successful in this busy environment. The summer day camp program is an
environment that is very busy and often very noisy. There are many activities that
involve team work and playing with others. For some children, this presents many
challenges and they need support to be able to manage those transitions that produce
anxiety and stress for them. The day camp staff are charged with caring for and leading
a program for a high number of children and youth. They do not have the time to be

able to spend one to one with a child that might be having difficulty. For some children
it might be just a few minutes of extra support, while others need considerable skill and
attention.

Family Respite Services Windsor / Essex Service de Repit Familial Windsor / Essex
Tel: (519) 972-9688 Fax: (519) 972-8902

Family Respite Services Windsor / Essex
Service de Repit Familial Windsor/ Essex

3295 Quality Way/Unit 101A

FRS

Windsor/ON N8T3R9

Children's mental health statistics indicate that a conservative estimate is that one in
five children experiences mental health challenges. The children are part of our
community and need to be included in the programs offered.

The day camp programs managed by the City of Windsor are highly desirable for
families and children because of the structure, the focus on fun activities that build skills
in creative ways and the opportunity to maintain a regular daily routine. They are based

on the principals of the High Five program that focus on having a caring adult in the
provision of quality programs as well as positive peer interactions and friends. The

extra support in this proposal (one trained staff per centre) would facilitate the
realization of these goals.

We are so happy to be part of the partnership that enables children with different needs
to be included in the high quality programs offered throughout the summer in the
community centres. The addition of a child and youth worker would make a real
difference for an additional 78-1 00 children. That is invaluable.
I encourage City Council to approve the funding for this initiative.

Yours truly,

(/^UHA^ /U-^jU^u
Catharine Shanahan M.S.W. R.S.W.

Executive Director,

Family Respite Services

Family Respite Services Windsor / Essex Service de Repit Familial Windsor / Essex

Tel: (519) 972-9688 Fax: (519) 972-8902
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We are Ray Poisson and Donna LaBonte-Sutoris members of Voices Against
Poverty
The Affordable bus pass initiative commenced to alleviate the suffering endured
by people living in poverty. The total cost of a full price bus pass for a year is $1,148.40

for all single adults. The Affordable Bus Pass reduced price is $580.80 for the year and
gives a savings of $567.60 per year. Provided the adults are working poor or on ODSP,
(Teens do not get the pass in this program).
For the working poor whether single adults or part of a family get the amount
times the total of number adults. For this example, if there are two adults the cost of their
bus passes is $2,296.80 at regular cost for the year. The reduced rate for the same two
passes will be $1,160.60 with a savings of $1,136.20 for the year. This means that the
savings will help the single people or adults in a family whether they are working or on

ODSP afford the necessities of life for the household.
If the Affordable Bus Pass initiative is curtailed, the single people or adults in the
family whether they are on ODSP or are working poor would have to cut out necessities
from their budget to pay for the said passes. This will create a burden and cause the wage
earners to give up their incomes and go on Social Services in order to take care of
themselves or their families.
Both Ray and I were a part of the preliminary meetings resulting in the creation of
this pass. We as presenters implore you to look at the bigger picture: The more this
initiative is promoted you will see more people buying the passes to either work or look
for work, do shopping, go to school or to programs or doctor's appointments. People will
socialize more because they are able to get to and from their destinations. Promoting this
program more will get you the ridership Transit Windsor needs.

This stepping stone may help keep these people off the system and give them
more incentive to work, go to school, and be able to pay for the necessities of their daily
lives. For those on ODSP it helps to keep the cost of their households down every
month.

We as presenters have also used or are using this program every month to get to
appointments, go to school or programs to keep us going. Thank you for listening to our
presentation.

Cm OF WINDSOR
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From: Kevin Johnson

Sent: Friday/ January 20, 2017 9:03 AM
To: Bortolin/ Rino
Cc: Francis, Fred; Elliott, John; Holt/ Chris; Sleiman/ Ed; Gignac/ Jo-Anne (Councillor); Kusmierczyk/ Irek;
Marra, Bill; Payne, Hilary; Borrelli/ Paul; mayoro; clerks

Subject: City budget priorities A HHITIOM

To Rino Bortolin, city councillor ward 3 INFORMATION
Dear Mr. Bortolin:
As a life-long resident of Windsor/1 would like to share my concerns with you and other members of city
council as you finalize this year's budget.
I have seen many encouraging developments since your election. I am particularly pleased with the

improvements to Mitchell Park and expect it will be well-used by families in our neighbourhood.
The older I get, the more I appreciate those policies and amenities which make our community "livable/'
and certainly parks rank high among them. I strongly support greater investment in these
neighbourhood assets and hope council will back administration requests in this area.

I hate to see parks lose facilities like pools and skating rinks, which bring neighbours together, provide
cross-generational recreation opportunities, and help children develop healthy habits early in life.
My next point may seem unrelated, but public transportation correlates with urban walkability and thus
the development of commercial districts. Transit Windsor helps workers get to jobs, students get to
schools, and shoppers get to stores. It is good business, and we should be finding ways to improve the
service and draw more riders, rather than making cuts that will reduce usage.

1 also hope that councillors will take measures to reduce blight in the core, such as bulk collection
services to discourage illegal dumping, rodent elimination services to continue the progress made by the
hard-refuse container mandate, and animal control services that reduce populations of feral cats and
dogs.
I recognize the inter-connections between these issues and others/ including housing construction,
shifting demographics, school accommodations/ entrepreneurship and industrial investment. I believe

that support for the priorities I list above will create an environment that will benefit citizens and to that
end, 1 support an increase in taxes to fund the services Windsor needs.
Thank you for your consideration. 1 am copying your colleagues on council in hopes of winning support
for the positions above.
Sincerely,
Kevin Johnson

Linda Coltman

January 23, 2017 Budget
Meeting

Please accept the following document as a written submission for consideration pertaining to the Special

Meeting of Windsor City Council set for Monday, January 23, 2017 as part of the Budget
Item/Changes/Discussion pertainincj to Pathway to Potential (P2P)
Dear Mayor Dilkens and City Councillors,
My name is Linda Coltman and I am a constituent of Ward 2, Councillor Elliot's riding.
I am also a past chair of Pathway to Potential's (P2P's) Collaborative Leadership Team, and current member
of Voices Against Poverty, the WE Housing Advisory Committee, the WE Community Housing Corporation's
Board of Directors, the Our West End group and a Board Member of the Advocacy Centre for Tenants Ontario

(ACTO) a special legal clinic of Legal Aid Ontario. In addition to these roles, I also identify as a person with
lived experience to both poverty and chronic disability and as a student (currently in my third year of a Political
Science, Law and Politics Specialization Honors Degree at the University of Windsor).
I am submitting this document for your consideration as I am unable to attend to depute during Monday's
Special City Council meeting and as I wished to express my opinions and concerns related to the changes put
forth and recommended by the City's Community Development & Health Office, Housing & Children's Sen/ices
in respect to two factors:
• the first being the administrative funding aspect and potential cut to services associated with an

elimination of Pathway to Potential's funding and;
• the second being the structural changes to be made in respect to how the City will maintain an ongoing

interest in poverty reduction strategy efforts and how community involvement and participation will be
incorporated within such going forward beyond the demise of P2P, its Collaborative Leadership Team
and its workgroups which were inclusive of people with lived experience in decision making and
planning aspects as well as targeted sector and community groups
In respect to the funding aspect: as a departmental recommendation there is a proposed One-Time BSR
Funding Requirement of $0 - however in the 2016 approved budget, total gross funding for program and

administration of the poverty reduction initiative is $1,892,616, with $1,310,563 funded from the City
and $582,053 funded from the County. As noted in the Administrative Review:

"In an effort to find options for a 10% reduction to the 2017 Operating Budget, Budget Reduction #2017-0038
has been put forward (although NOT RECOMMENDED by Administration) to eliminate the Pathway to
Potential program. Should Budget Reduction #2017-0038 NOT BE ACCEPTED by City Council, and the P2P
program funds remain in piace, Administration is proposing the addition of a Special Projects Development

Coordinator position to lead the work. The position would be fully funded from the Approved P2P Budget.
Service Level Impact: The addition of this position will positively impact on community development initiatives
in the community. Further, having a staff person within the Corporate complement allows for greater oversight
and the flexibility to deliver service according to City Council's direction.

Given the extent of poverty in Windsor-Essex as identified by the United Way's Cost of Poverty Report, 18.3%
of people living in Windsor/Essex are living in poverty; as part of this population, 24.2% of them are children.
This is much higher than the provincial and national averages of 13.9% and 14.9% respectively. Windsor has

the highest proportion (33%) of the low income population living in very low-income neighborhoods in Canada I
would ask that Councilors NOT ACCEPT Budget recommendation Reduction #2017-0038 and retain
funding levels for the essential programming that such financing provides through such important
programming aspects as: the Transit Windsor Low Income Bus Strategy/Affordable Pass Program, the multiple
site WE Children's Recreation programming, Computers for Kids, Food Cooperative, Youth and Teen Centers
programming, the Keep the Heat and H.E.A.R.T. programs, the Jumpstart Community Nourishment and other

existing programming. Since its inception in 2008 the City of Windsor and County Councils' have supported a
Pathway to Potential ideology that professed that everyone has a valuable ro!e to play in the reduction and
prevention of poverty and that within the framework of a community-based strategy, the value the input and
experience of all of our residents was of paramount importance alongside poverty reduction and ensuring the
social and economic wellbeing of residents of Windsor and Essex County.

Leading into my second concern, should_BudqeLReduction__#2017-0038 NOT BE ACCEPTED by City Council,
(as 1 request) and the P2P program funding remain in place, ! concur with the decision of Administration in

proposing the addition of a Special Projects Development Coordinator position to lead the work with the
position to be fully funded from the Approved P2P Budget. However, while I agree that the addition of this
position will positively impact on community development initiatives in the community and that having a staff
person within the Corporate complement would allow for greater oversight and the flexibility to deliver sen/ice
according to City Council's direction, I have concerns that such a structural change abandons the collaborative
and community engagement model that P2P supported within its operational structure.
As such, in respect to these structural changes. 1 would further ask that Council consider and support both the

retention of P2P funding allocations to incorporate the suggested Special Projects Development Coordinator
position to lead local poverty reduction work while also emphasizing a desire within the City direction that
would incorporate the inclusion of people with lived experience and community members in general within the
planning and policy direction aspects of local str-ategizing.

When I moved to Windsor Essex in 2012 I sought out involvement with Pathway to Potential because as a
former Torontonian with poverty reduction leadership experience I was well aware of the high regard and
esteem the Windsor-Essex poverty reduction strategy group model of P2Ps organization held within the

advocacy sector (within the 25 in 5 Network for Poverty Reduction among others), in the media and in the
minds of politicians of all levels and locales.

As a person with lived experience to poverty I consider the inclusion of people with lived experience that P2Ps
Collaborative Leadership Team and Working Group models provided to be an essential element of P2Ps
general success and a primary motivator for the high regard and respect garnered for WE civic poverty

reduction strategy efforts throughout the province as identified in the media, and political and academic
resources [such as within Pedro Barata and Colette Murphy's "Foundations for Social Change: Reflections on
Ontario's Poverty Reduction Strategy." Review as published in the peer reviewed Canadian Review of Social

Policy 65/66 (2011); 16] which identified the local inclusion of the Voices Against Poverty members/voices as a
notable and groundbreaking aspect of poverty reduction leadership within the Provincial poverty reduction
efforts.

P2P adopted (and Council supported) the definition of poverty proposing that poverty results from barriers to
social and economic resources that prevent well-being and access to opportunities in the community. Given
that the demise of P2P as a standalone entity also results in the end to the collaborative working mechanisms

structured within 1 believe that it is important for future City/County direction to emphasize the inclusion of all in
future civic poverty reduction planning and further seek to devise a way to incorporate such within the new
structural framework going forth, led by a requested Special Projects Development Coordinator. Such could
perhaps involve the creation of a new advisory committee of council, which would seek application and appoint

members of the public from a wide variety of stakeholder groups, including designating specific seats for the
appointment of people with lived experience to poverty.
One of the most important standout aspects of P2Ps work kept with the focus of removing barriers to social
and economic resources that prevented access to opportunity within Wlndsor-Essex. P2Ps collaborative efforts
sought to put a human face to local community members' experiences of poverty and involved people with
direct experience as leaders in a public education process. These are essential elements within the field of

poverty reduction that I would hope would continue with the support of this Council.
I am proud that my adopted City has made important strides in reducing the impact of poverty among its
citizens while also involving people with lived experience in the leadership discourse. I thank you for your
consideration of my submission and also wish to reiterate my hopes that both the funding mechanisms to

support the existing local poverty alleviation programming not be reduced as part of City Council Budget
cutting considerations and too that with funding retention special attention be afforded to a Council direction
building upon inclusion either through the creation of a new committee of council or a mechanism of inclusion
modelled within the new staffing position requested. Thank you for your consideration, Linda Coltman.

January 23, 2017
Budget Meeting
Bulk Item Pick Up Delegation
Hello, my name is Sarah Cipkar. I am the Community Development Coordinator with the
Downtown Windsor Community Collaborative, one of the 4 neighbourhood strategies that are
funded by United Way. I am also a resident of Ward 3, and have been for about 10 years, so I am
here tonight to represent many of the residents professionally, while also personally.
Before going any further, I want it to be clear that I am strongly in favour of a tax increase to
fund better services across the City, but specifically in the urban neighbourhoods.
Now to the issue of Bulk Item pickup. I am very pleased that you are entertaining several
options. While this may not be a problem in all Wards, it is a very present and real problem in
certain Wards (specifically 2, 3, 4, and 5).
While many residents are responsible and do their pati to not dump illegally, these
neighbourhoods have certain characteristics that make it difficult to simply bring unwanted
furniture to the dump. I will speak specifically for the downtown, so our neighbourhood is
characterized by significantly less home owners, with over 80% renters in certain Ward 3 postal
codes according to the 2011 census data. This means that many, many properties experience high
turnover with tenants leaving abruptly. Although we don't have data for this, we know that many
landlords live out of town and do not properly clean up their property. Additionally, we also
experience a higher percentage of low-income population, who do not have the means to
properly dispose of leftover bulk items after moving into to a new residence. And many of those
same residents are transit dependent and do not have access to vehicles whether by owning or
renting to take items to the dump.
Our wards also have alleyways that can hide these unsightly messes. Then the problems begin to
pile up - literally garbage collects in ce11ain areas, rodents and other animals make their homes,
there is a greater potential for arsons.
These problems coalesce to create a situation where residents feel trapped in their own
neighbourhood and feel overwhelmed at the size of the problem. To give you an idea, last June,
we noticed this issue, and so our neighbourhood group planned a "Spruce Up Bruce" event at
Bruce Park. After seeing a large amount of illegal dumping, we decided that we needed to do
something because the City was not responding to the couches that had been sitting in the park
for more than 3 weeks.
We ordered 2 of the largest bins from Countryside, 40 cubic meters a piece, and they both filled
up within 2 hours. We had residents and volunteers bringing all of the unwanted garbage from
around the neighbourhood, combing the alleys and inviting everyone to participate. And two
huge bins it filled up in 2 hours.

Additionally, we were wanting to seek out longer term solutions by trying to divert as much
good furniture as possible back into homes. So our Executive Director, Bob Cameron, connected
with several church groups to start the Furniture Bank, where volunteers go around and pick up
furniture a few times a week and they repurpose it by giving it to refugee families who are
rcsettling in Windsor. It is a referral program and so far, we have services a few hundred
families.

While I am proud of our efforts to combat this issue, I still believe that the City needs to step in
to do more. We want to be a city that looks out for all its citizens, especially those in vulnerable
situations that cannot afford to live in neighbourhoods that do not have these problems. We want
it to be an attractive place to live, especially in the core, where there are many visitors who see
these problems as their first, and maybe only experience of Windsor.
Therefore, we would like to voice our support for some type of Bulk Item Pickup. While I realize

that Option 1/2 coupled with the voucher program in Option 3 is probably the most appealing
because it seemingly cost neutral, we feel that just Option 1 or 2, the curbside pickup options
would be the best for our City. This is because Option 3 does not address the problem oflowincome individuals being unable to afford to dispose of unwanted property, that is potentially not
even theirs. For exmaple, and we see this all the time, what if I am moving into an apartment,
maybe because I don t have many options due to income, family requirements etc. and I get in
there and realize there are several pieces of furniture, do you think that I can afford $20 a

voucher for 5 plus items, totaling $100 or more? There is a decreased likelihood that I will be
able to dispose of these pieces properly.
However, if the voucher system is the direction Council would like to take, I would suggest
creating some sort of subsidized options for neighbourhoods where this is a more acute problem.
As a group who is very present within the neighbourhood itself, we see this issue, we have direct
contact with residents on a daily basis. Perhaps you'd be willing to provide the neighbourhood
groups with 100 or so vouchers to "clean up" the neighbourhood as needed. The DWCC's sole
mission and purpose is to make the neighbourhood a better place to live, and so I feel that we
would be an excellent partner in addressing some of the illegal dumping.
Lastly, as a resident, homeowner, and landlord, I would like to restate that I strongly support a
tax increase to have better services in my community.. But not big things we want. We want the
little things to be better. Less garbage. Less rats. More park amenities, better transit services,
more arts and culture attractions, better commercial districts downtown. Less multi-million
dollar sports centres. This Council seems incredibly tentative to spend any money, but what I
would like them to hear, and I know I echo many residents when I say this, let them start
celebrating all the things that you do spend tax payers money on. I will be ecstatic to spend an
extra $150 a year in order to not be surrounded by garbage on a daily basis,
Thank you for your time.

January 23, 2017 Budget
Meeting
2017 City Budget Delegation Document
Date: Jan 20, 2017 Delegate: Cindy Newman
Budget Item: 2017-0167 [Recommended] Elimination of Cat Voucher Program
Position on the Item: Delegate is not in support of the elimination of the Program.
Delegation Statement:
Good Afternoon Mayor Dilkens and Council Members,
My Name is Cindy Newman. I am a resident and business owner living in Ford City. I am also a
member of the Ford City Residents in Action committee.
I want to say thank you for implementing the cat voucher program in 2012. It has had a visible
impact in our neighbourhood/ we used to have huge cat colonies where strays banded together
in parking lots and vacant buildings/ they are gone and so are their diseases and smells.
Now administration is recommending cutting the program without doing the research needed
to see if the program is making a difference. You would be eliminating a program that,
according to the data in the budget item/ is projected to get its highest redemption rate to date.
Essex, LaSalle, Tecumseh, Kingsville, and Amherstburg all have programs with uptake on the
rise. As well/ Lakeshore is likely to implement the program this year.
Elimination of the program means more unaltered cats in the streets. Although, there are
Trap Neuter Return programs/ they would not be able to keep up with all the new homeless
cats. This could lead to the possible increase in the spread of diseases in people such as/ rabies,
hookworm and toxoplasmosis/ an infection known to cause miscarriages and birth defects.
As well as an increase in the streets, shelters could once again be over crowded. This leads to
unnecessary stress in the animals staying in the shelters, which leads to health and behavioural
issues. In turn this could affect their adopt-ability.
Cutting this program would affect so many families. I think of the Smith's who are my personal
friends and neighbours. While working hard to make ends meet the voucher program allowed
the Smith's to keep their four legged family members. The Smith's had their 2 cats neutered at
no cost, which then allowed them to pay to have their dog neutered. The Smith's/ like most
families, consider pets to be family. The thought of having to surrender their family member
due to the issues that come with having an unaltered cat would have been unbearable/
especially to their children.
Thank you for listening. I want to make my request clear: PLEASE keep this program while you
collect the necessary data needed to make an informed decision. If you do a study and
conclude that the program does not have an effect on the stray cat population and reduce
negative health impacts on citizens and animals then I believe it would make sense to move the
money to other quality of life issues in the city. Thank you.

January 23, 2017 Budget
Meeting
From: knielsen(a)FCNR.ORG fmailto:knielsen@FCNR.ORG]
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2017 12:59 PM
To: Sleiman/ Ed; Holt, Chris; Francis/ Fred; Elliott, John; Bortolin, Rino; Gignac/ Jo-Anne (Councillor);
Kusmierczyk/ Irek; Marra/ Bill; Payne, Hilary; Borrelli/ Paul; mayoro
Cc: Patrick Firth; Tamara Murray; Sarah Cipkar; Leo Gil; Leo Gil; Ford Residents; clerks
Subject: Voices of Support on 2017 Budget Items
Importance! High

Greetings Mayor Dilkens and Councillors/
I am the Community Development Coordinator for the United Way funded
neighbourhood improvement strategy called the Ford City Neighbourhood
Renewal (in Ward 5). I know you are in the thick of getting ready for
Monday's budget deliberation marathon so your attention to this e-mail
about the 2017 Budget is appreciated. It is a daunting task for all of you to
look at the (huge!) budget/ make sense of the items/ get prepared to
deliberate them and to hear input. It has also been a daunting task for us in
the four United Way funded Neighbourhood Engagement Strategies (NES) to
get residents together from our wards to break down the budget and explain
how the items impact them/ organize delegations and assist residents with
clearly messaging their concerns/ feedback and support to council. Thanks to
our councilors we are ready and will be there on Monday as your
constituents/ neighbours and fellow Windsorites. This e-mail summarizes our

collective position on the Budget, Thank you for reading/ you will more than
likely get similar e-mails from the other coordinators. For more info on our

work you can have a look at the article on page 15 in United Magazine here.

The Ford City Neighbourhood Renewal (in Ward 5) and the other three
strategies: The Initiative: Glengarry to Marentette (Ward 3&4)/ the
Downtown Windsor Community Collaborative (Ward 3) and Our West End
(Ward 2) collectively represent a large portion of the city and we work with
community members towards safer stronger neighbourhoods.

We collectively SUPPORT these budget recommendations because they
directly further our goals as NES's:
Options for the Establishment of a Bulk Collection Service
(2017-0141 / Sec. C Recommended)
Addition of One Permanent Building Inspector (Item 2017-0216
/ Sec. B Recommended)
Increase to Parks to Reflect Expected Service Levels (Item 2017-

0403 / See C Recommended)

The following items are ones that many residents DO NOT SUPPORT as
they would negatively impact our goals as NES's:
Elimination of the Rodent Program (Item 2017-0132 / Sec G Not
Recommended)
Elimination of the Cat Voucher Program (Item 2017-0167 / Sec D
Recommended)
Elimination of Snow Angels Program (Item 2017-0230 / Sec G Not
Recommended)
Closure of Outdoor Pools (Item 2017-0124 / Sec E Not Recommended)
Reduction in Service - Cancellation of First and Last Trips on All Routes
(Item 2017-0126 / Sec G Not Recommended)
Reduction of Core Park Services by Eliminating Students and Part-Time
Wages (Item 2017-0334 / Sec G Not Recommended)
Elimination of Temporary Wages for Students & Supervisors in the
Environmental Division (Item 2017-0129)
Implementation of a Fare Increase in 2017 (Item 2017-0076 / Sec G Not
Recommended)
Significant Changes in Snow Clearing & Salting Policy Impacting
Residential & BIA Areas (Item 2017-0218 / Sec E Not Recommended)
Sewer Repair Service Reduction (Item 2017-0195 / Sec E Not
Recommended)
Conversion ofAdie Knox Arena to a Non-Ice Facility (Item 2017-0160 /
Sec G Not Recommended)
Adie Knox Herman Recreation Complex Alternative Recreation Service
Model (Item 2017-0161 / Sec G Not Recommended)
Closure of Outdoor Rinks (Item 2017-0153 / Sec G Not Recommended)
Partial Reduction in Environmental Master Plan Program (Item 20170023 / Sec E Not Recommended)
Elimination of BIA Maintenance (Item 2017-0229 / Sec G Not
Recommended)

Efficient and affordable transportation/ public spaces/ a variety of activity
generators/ and appropriate maintenance of our streets and parks are

especially important to residents of the priority neighbourhoods. Our list of
priorities falls in line with Administration's recommendations (with the
exception of the Cat Voucher Program). Ultimately we support the tax
increase proposed in the 2017 Budget Document. We recognize that in order
to have these services available for all Windsorites holding the line on taxes
is just not possible.
We also recognize through our work that many of these items are
connected/ and that supporting appropriate levels of service will have a wide

ranging and positive impact on Windsor. With bulk items being picked up/
thus discouraging illegal dumping/ there will be less rodents. With the City
being able to address building and bylaw concerns in a timely and efficient
manner for Windsor's current demands, urban blight will be reduced. In
other words/ these base services - if they are receiving the support they
need - can be preventative for some of the challenges that our

neighbourhoods face which negatively impacts the emergency responders in
our city and ends up costing us in police/ fire/ emergency response and
health resource strain,

Thank you for your consideration of our concerns. I know you are all working

together for a stronger Windsor in 2017 and beyond. I hope you have
sometime this weekend to do something relaxing before the big day!

Sincerely,
Karlene Nielsen
Community Coordinator, Resident of Ward 5/ MSW
Ford City Neighbourhood Renewal
519-915-9583
Office Hours Mon-Fri 8:30am-4pm

NEW LOCATION-1052 Drouillard Road, Windsor, ON, N8Y 2P8
Watch our YouTube video HERE
FordCitvRenewal

Urwitter
Ford City Bfoa
A Drouillard Place fed initiative with funding provided by United Wav WindsorEssex's Neighbourhood Engagement Strategy
"Every individual matters, every individual has a role to play, every individual makes a
difference." -Jane Goodall
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SUMMARY 2017 CHC PUBLIC HOUSING BUDGET REQUEST
CHC initially requested a $2.259M increase over our 2016 Public Housing budget. This included $1.259M for our Operating
budget and a $1.0M increase to our Capital budget.
CHC was consulted during the Administrative Review Process and our requested budget was reduced by $1.2 million to
$1.097 Million ( $734,990 City Share). No additional capital budget was recommended.

START THE
CONVERSATION

Operational
$1.259M

Capital
$1.0M

Windows,
foundations,
roofing

Capital Repair
Backlog $81M

In the next

Utilities, maintenance
& repairs

10 years

Proactively plan for current
& future capital needs.

SIGNIFICANT INDICATOR
The cost of Social Housing per unit in Windsor-Essex County is 17.6% below the average
cost of other Municipal Benchmarking Network Canada surveyed municipalities.

About The Public Housing Program
Total Number of Homes: 3,538
Providing safe affordable homes for about 9,000 people in Windsor and Essex County.

Number of Buildings: 492
Comprised of 200 multi-residential and 292 dwellings. These include high-rise and low-rise apartments,
townhomes, row housing, semi and detached homes.

Average Year Built: 1969 - 48 years old (Youngest:41; oldest is 63 years old)
MPAC Assessed Value: $198M Public Housing portfolio
Average Rent: $377.00 per month/ household
Rental revenues will not cover our costs.

Pressures: 82% of our operating costs are fixed/non-controllable.
Cost drivers include utilities ( 25%), taxes ( 19%) salaries & benefits (18%), maintenance/repairs ( 17%) and
insurance ( 2%).

Limited Revenue Opportunities:
Rents are controlled by provincial legislation and revenue opportunities are severely limited.

Conclusion:
● The public housing portfolio requires major capital improvements, which have been deferred for years,
burdening CHC's annual repairs and maintenance costs. Capital improvements include quality of life
capital projects impacting our residents. Other examples are common rooms, kitchen and bathroom
refurbishments, window,doors and roof replacements, electrical upgrades.
● Provincial legislation prevented CHC from creating an operating or capital reserve fund.
● Over the last number of years, requests to the City to obtain additional funding for operating and capital
increases through our budget submissions have been reduced or not approved.
● We have not had a base City of Windsor capital increase from $2.7M since 2001.
● Our capital budget is not part of the City of Windsor capital plan.
● It is becoming increasingly difficult to maintain our homes within legislative demands combined with the
unique needs in a social housing environment without consistent increases to CHC's budget.

CHC CORPORATE PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW
● We own and manage 4,708 units of housing in Windsor and Essex County.
● CHC is an incorporated, stand-alone entity with the City of Windsor as our sole legal and beneficial
shareholder on behalf of the City of Windsor and the County of Essex.

SENIORS NON-PROFIT HOUSING PROGRAM

597 units
No ongoing operating/capital
funding
(from City/County or other
Government funding.)
Operating at a break even basis
Capital reserve fund
established

PUBLIC HOUSING PROGRAM

FAMILY NON-PROFIT HOUSING PROGRAM

3538 units

573 units
Municipally Funded by a
legislated subsidy formula under
HSA.
City/County weighted cost share.
Combination of market rent &
rent-geared-to-income (RGI)
Capital reserve fund established

Municipally Funded on a breakeven basis subject to HSA. City
of Windsor provides subsidy
funding for operating/capital
needs. City/County weighted
cost share.
100% rent-geared-to-income
(RGI)
No reserve funds

Operating Pressures and Capital Concerns.
OPERATIONS
Responsible for delivery of customer service, social
housing administration(like rent calculations) and
maintaining homes in a state of good repair. CHC
issues over 10,000 work orders for repairs in our
Pubic Housing portfolio. This includes plumbing,
electric, heating and boiler systems, hot water tanks,
lock changes, pest management and grounds
keeping ( grass cutting/snow removal). On average
475 homes are turned over annually, refurbished and
re-rented. Due to deferred capital requests
operational dollars are used to repair items
traditionally classified as capital in nature.

PH Cumulative Capital Unfunded Liability

CAPITAL CONCERNS
By 2026, the Public Housing portfolio will have a
cumulative capital unfunded liability of $81.4million.
Capital needs are prioritized by risk assessment.
CHC has limited ability under current funding to
repair or replace items providing quality of life
improvements for our residents.
Our repair / replacement action is evaluated for six
risk factors:
● Safety and Security
● Code Related
● Tenant Impact
● Urgency of Action
● Operational / Energy Savings
● Component Condition
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